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Context

Location

Primary

Investigating mapping contours and
mountainous landscape features

Ben Nevis (Scotland) Snowdon
(Wales), Scafell Pike (England).
Adaptable for other places

Knowledge

Beginning to understand contour patterns on a map/using the
search tool/using the buffer tool/placing labels

Curriculum links (England)

Name and locate UK geographical regions and their identifying
human and physical characteristics and key topographical
features (including hills and mountains); use maps to describe
their features

Curriculum links (Wales)
Use maps, imagery and ICT to find and present locational
information; identify and describe natural features.
Scottish Curriculum for
Excellence

Social Studies Outcomes; People, Place and Environment: 213a, 2-14a

Activity
Finding the highest peaks in England, Scotland and Wales; using the buffer tool to select an area of
contour pattern for each; comparing and describing.
It is useful if pupils have some prior knowledge of what a contour is, if not some familiarisation with
this term might be needed although this activity could also be an introduction to the idea of contours.
This activity looks at the ‘fingerprints’ of the highest peaks in Scotland, England and Wales: Ben
Nevis, Scafell Pike and Snowdon respectively. Pupils will find and record these fingerprints in a
kilometre circle and compare them. The class could be divided up so that different groups make maps
between them of each of these peaks, or pupils could try and work through each of the three peaks
themselves.
Any hills or peaks in Great Britain can be use in this activity. Some other suggestions might include:
1.

Suilven (Caisteal Liath): NC153 183. Well known as part of the Inverpolly region of Scotland just
north of Ullapool. It has a conical almost shear face that rises above the barren wilderness and is
considered to be a classic mountain.

2.

Cnicht: SH644 466. Popularly known as the Matterhorn of Wales especially viewed from the
south around Porthmadog.

3.

The Wrekin: SJ628081 by Telford, not a mountain but a distinctive large hilly outcrop.
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Introduction
A contour is a line drawn on a map that joins points of equal height above sea level. The height and
shape of the ground is shown on 1:25 000 scale maps by brown contour lines. Contour numbering
reads uphill – in other words the top of the number is uphill and the bottom is downhill. The closer
contour lines are together, the steeper the slope.
Ben Nevis (Scottish Gaelic: Beinn Nibheis) is the highest mountain in the British Isles (1,343 metres).
It is located at the western end of the Grampian Mountains in the Lochaber area of the Scottish
Highlands, close to the town of Fort William.
Snowdon (Welsh: Yr Wyddfa) is the highest mountain in Wales (1,085 metres) and the highest point
in the British Isles outside Scotland. It is located in Snowdonia National Park (Parc Cenedlaethol
Eryri) in Gwynedd.
Scafell Pike is the highest mountain in England (978 metres). It is located in the Lake District National
Park, in Cumbria.
Pen Y Fan is the highest peak in South Wales and southern Britain (886 metres), situated in the
Brecon Beacons National Park, Powys.
Examples are provided in the PowerPoint associated with this activity.
Main activity
1.

Ask pupils to look at their own fingerprints. They are unique to us and part of our individual
identity. Contours of the landscape are like fingerprints in this respect; unique patterns of lines
and swirls which reveal the shape of the landscape in terms of height, slope and shape.

2. Open Digimap for Schools and ask them to enter a search term into the search box for example,
‘Ben Nevis’. Then zoom in using the scale bar to zoom Level 8. Discuss the patterns of contours
and what they look like. Move the map if necessary to centre Ben Nevis.

2.

They are going to ‘capture’ a kilometre circle of contour pattern. Open the Annotation toolbar,
select transparency 100% and choose your outline colour first.
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3.

They should select the Point Buffer tool and set to 0.5 km to give a circle of 1 km.

Click on Ben Nevis to create the circle and switch off the tool. Choose Modify and

to move the circle you have created until you like the contour pattern it shows.
4.

Ask them to zoom in further to Level 9 and move the map by clicking and dragging with the
mouse so that you can see the entire outlined circle. Once happy with the map you might want to
select ‘Print’ and print a copy.

5.

Discuss the contour features of these peaks with the class. Is it easy to tell which peak each
kilometre circle is from? Do different peaks have their own unique patterns? Can you see
anything else in that circle apart from contours?

Taking it further
•

Create and print a map of Great Britain showing the location of any kilometre circles used. On a
display, link each location with the relevant close-up map showing that feature’s contours.

•

Make a class book of landscape ‘fingerprints’, using the kilometre circle method. Beneath each
one, write the key characteristics of that feature for example, height, shape, slope and so on.
Look for interesting contour patterns in your area.

•

Use Geograph for Schools to find an appropriate image for your chosen hill or mountain and
explain it using the contour map.

•

Locate your studied peak on aerial imagery and look at the shape of the feature from overhead
and compare with your map extract.

•

Use the contour patterns to stimulate artwork.
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Web links
•

About Scafell Pike: http://english-lake-district.info/scafell-pike/scafell-pike.html

•

Ben Nevis information: www.munromagic.com/MountainInfo.cfm?Mountain=1

•

Geograph for schools: http://schools.geograph.org.uk/

• Ordnance Survey leaflet to download about reading maps and understanding contours:
http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/leaflets/map-reading-made-easy-peasy.pdf
•

Webcam of Ben Nevis http://visit-fortwilliam.co.uk/the-ben-nevis-webcam-fort-william-scotland
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